Marine Gear Specialist RENK takes over Damen Schelde Gears B.V.

With effect as of December 08, 2017, RENK AG takes over the expert on marine gears Damen Schelde Gears B.V. with its head office in Vlissingen, Netherlands. Presented under the new name Schelde Gears B.V. (SG), as a RENK’s group company, all previous activities will continue seamlessly. The new Dutch facility is able to draw on many years of experience in gear design, calculations as well as inspections and overhaul of marine gears.

From left to right: Johan Bos (MD SG BV), Dr. Franz Hoppe (GM Marine Renk AG), Christian Hammel (CFO Renk AG), Emile Poot (Head M&A Damen)